Inclusive Youth Work Practice by Wilson, Derick
This article is a taken from the A talk on ‘Inclusive Youth Work’ Derick Wilson did for voluntary, part time and full time workers.   
It picks up the practical challenge of being equitable, open to difference and building an interdependent society.

DEVELOPING INCLUSIVE YOUTH WORK PRACTICES

‘The other’ is the limit beyond which our ambitions must not run and the boundary beyond which our life must not expand. ​[1]​

I speak to you, the greatest gifts in this room:
To the breadth of your imagination;
To the compassion you (hopefully) have to stand with young people who permit you to work with them as informal educators;  to your energy and commitment.

Paid and voluntary youth workers are seldom appreciated by the wider society yet it will need your experience and insights increasingly to meet the challenge:

How do people from very homogenous traditions or places, as so many of us brought up in this island have been, meet different others as equals and be at ease?

To be sectarian, to be racist, to be homophobic, and to be sexist is to deny others different to me; such actions are no basis on which to build equality because they fail to acknowledge different others.

In a changing economic context there will be partisan drivers mobilising separateness. However remaining separate, whether acknowledged or not, is to root relationships with others in open or hidden rivalry and hostility.

Separateness is never benign, but always conceals hostility, violence and threat.  Look at the experience of the African American community in ‘separate but equal education’; look at the position of the South African black community under apartheid; look at the dynamics of first and second-class citizenship that fuelled the Civil Rights movement in Northern Ireland. 

Separateness is the enemy of good relations​[2]​ between different citizens from diverse backgrounds.  Good relations between citizens depends on practical experiences of being justly treated, acknowledged as being equal and different and embraced in an interdependent manner​[3]​.

Your work is important on this island and is central to challenging attitudes and institutional silences that, unaddressed, will only allow hostility to fester.

Without your work of lifting up the stones of separation and prejudice old, often silent, patterns of discrimination are reinforced.

Your work is to shine a searchlight into corners where people made vulnerable often ‘just make do’.

Your work is to create more events that include, building new inclusive patterns from new ways of being together. Eventually these new patterns become new structures and ways of living with difference.  Eventually these new ways embed new assumptions at the core of societal life​[4]​. 

Some of these assumptions are:
Equality and inclusion cannot be embedded if hostility to different others is not dissolved.

Offences against others, because of their perceived or stated difference to ‘us’, are crimes against our common humanity and offend the democratic values of all being equal citizens. Such actions prevent more open societies developing North and South.

This work can only develop if we are deeply reflective and self critical of our own behaviours and actions as practitioners, voluntary or paid.

The challenge facing youth workers is the extent to which inclusion becomes a core value in our practice or remains ‘a project’- peripheral to the daily work of agencies.

Youth workers need to both practice inclusion and remain focussed on what many are poor at:  Taking the learning from their work into wider advocacy in terms of their organisation, wider policy and civic engagement and into engagement with all political parties​[5]​. Look self critically at your efforts to promote inclusion in the past year against the measures of advocacy.

Inclusive youth work demands high quality relationships. 

The building blocks of young people being accepted unconditionally, experiencing relationships where they are accepted and included are central to inclusive youth work practice.

Inclusive youth work demands inclusive organisational cultures and structures. Staff and young people need the security of organisational and group structures where each has a secure place and are welcome with no demeaning culture.

Even if these experiences are within very small networks, they become a starting point for people who have been isolated, victimised or scape-goated to gain some dignity and regain their place as equals.
Inclusive youth work needs organisations with such a vision in their aims, values and governance structures​[6]​.

For me the following elements are central for inclusive youth work practice.

Your responsibility as a worker is to undertake responsible personal work to acknowledge:

	the elements in your life that prepared you to be at ease with different others; 
	the limits of your comfort zone ‘with difference’ and 
	your prejudgements and prejudices.

To responsibly do the work on your own areas of unease and seek others who can assist you become at ease with difference.

Serve
To serve the needs of young people in so much of their free time is an honour that needs respected. Young people are assets not problems.

Support
To support young people to develop compassion, moving them beyond the millstone of hurtful relationships and beyond their own sense of what they were capable of is a core task.

To free their imagination, live hopefully and experience change is inclusive youth work practice. 

Sustain
To sustain young people as they take new steps and experience diversity with its discomfort and excitement is to grow an intergenerational culture more at ease with different others. 
To sustain such a culture grow in the centres of our societies, North and South, is to nurture and sustain something new. The more it happens, and in the more unexpected places, the stronger civil society will become. 

The new knowledge needed is the experience of being with different others and being at ease. This knowledge has to be experienced and it is experienced in relationships where old separating lines are ‘transgressed’. In such meetings new knowledge is created and new experiences of ‘otherness’ grow.

Values
To treat one another fairly and justly; to recognise and value difference and to build a more interdependent society are values worth working for.

To repair harm between us, to restore broken relationships, address historical injustices or differences of view-to be restorative in the ways we value one another is the deepest value that this modern society needs​[7]​.

A renewed and critical vision of Community
This island is full of old fixed models of community that have severe limits and raw, even violent, edges when transgressed.

A future vision of community is needed that is more invitational, inclusive and diverse, a future centred community where difference is welcomed and valued.  A community that treats one another justly and with dignity​[8]​.

When community development practices are re-envisaged on this wider, future focussed civic platform, the poor will participate more, the most vulnerable will have a voice and access to education, health and employment will remain the wider societal goal.

Principles around being fair, just and being open to difference are central to inclusive practice.

Practice in group work that includes is one that promotes fairness, ensures different voices are heard and offers experiences of inter-depending.

The Purpose of inclusive youth work is to promote the knowledge that racism, sectarianism, homophobia, sexism and all other discriminating actions are denials of the fullness of people.

To be inclusive with young people is to assist them become subjects and agents of change not the objects of others actions.

The real need is to experience belonging, acceptance and value. To be justly treated, acknowledged as being equal and different and embraced in an interdependent manner.
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